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1. Motivation  

 

European Partnership for safe and automated road transport also 

called “Horizon Europe program” provides a long-term basis for 

planning research and preparation programs before deploying 

driverless vehicles throughout the EU and at the national level [1] 

that will lead to safer and more sustainable future mobility. This 

fact emphasizes the relevance of the AV technology-related topics. 

The results of some researches [2-4] confirm that human error is the 

main reason for accidents and traffic collisions. This is one of the 

main reasons for shifting towards AVs. AVs will not only take over 

the driving task but also communicate in real-time with all the 

components of the transportation network including other vehicles 

and road infrastructure. It is possible thanks to connected vehicle 

technology that transforms AVs to even more advanced solutions, 

specifically Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs). They 

provide various advantages such as a considerable decrease in 

traffic collision rates, congestions, social isolation for people who 

currently incapable to drive, carbon emission and noise trouble. 

However, there are some concerns regarding hacking, vulnerability, 

hardware and software imperfections, privacy loss, responsibility 

allocation, user growth, behavioral adaptation, and user perception 

issues [5]. There are a lot of studies concerning AV acceptance by 

people, but very little research exists pertaining to customers' 

willingness to accept autonomous ambulance. Therefore one of the 

aims in the research chain was to analyze users' readiness to accept 

autonomous ambulances that potentially can advent with the 

maturing of this technology and evaluate their answers by 

conducting key respondent interviews. The research was performed 

in terms of affective perspective. The next research aim was to 

propose a new method of saving human life using the capability of 

CAVs to provide information about the surrounding road traffic 

conditions in real-time to the Traffic Management Center (TMC) 

which makes decisions improving safety, efficiency, comfort, and 

mobility [6]. The main focus of research on this topic is aimed at 

solving problems such as identifying a pedestrian so as not to harm 

him, or saving passengers inside the car. But the topic of saving a 

person who is on the side of the road (outside the car) using the 

capabilities of the CAVs is new and unrevealed for researchers. 
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Another aim was to develop a new coordination method of 

autonomous public transport to accelerate passengers' travel 

experience and improve the comfort usage of the service. This issue 

is important because the advent of a novel technology always 

requires methods of its application. At the same time, some 

researches [7-9] prove that cars cause climate changes and damage 

to human health through emissions of harmful substances such as 

CO2, CO, N2O, CH4, NOx, NMVOC, PM, and SO2. The negative 

impact on the environment is mainly associated with the operation 

of cars with an internal combustion engine. To reduce the harmful 

effects on the environment, it is necessary to intensify efforts to 

switch to EVs. As electricity generation shifts towards cleaner 

sources, the carbon content in EVs will constantly decrease. These 

purposes were set in the European Union (EU) 2030 climate and 

energy framework [10]. However, these goals may be achieved by 

the only case of introducing Renewable Energy Sources (RES) in 

existing power systems that is a time-consuming and challenging 

task. Today, the energy portfolio of most countries is controlled by 

power plants based on fossil fuel (e.g. oil, coal, natural gas, etc.) 

obstructing the changing to EVs, while the practical benefits related 

to Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emission depend on the production of 

pure electricity [11]. Thus, the research aim in terms of contribution 

to electromobility development was to elaborate a new concept of 

RES that may accumulate clean energy for its further utilization for 

'smart city' purposes. The future of electromobility is promising and 

ways to use vehicles in urban environments are likely to undergo 

tremendous changes, but this area still requires considerable 

contribution and efforts of scientists and researchers to gain a full 

level of maturity corresponding to the concept of a ‘smart city’. In 

this regard, the next aim was to create the concept of a more 

comfortable process of charging EVs without the need for 

downtime in a live queue. Despite quite a successful testing of 

electromobility and automated vehicle technologies, both are still 

positioned as future technologies and require numerous researches 

in different aspects. The main motivation of the current dissertation 

is to contribute to the development of smart transportation and, as a 

result, to the evolution of a ‘smart city’ by a set of studies leading to 

novel results and concepts different from previously proposed. The 

research works in this dissertation are all about urban mobility. This 
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subject is relevant nowadays because of the quality of the 

transportation system has an important consequence on city 

development and civilian’s life. This dissertation summarizes 

studies related to the AVs and EVs and focused on providing new 

methods and solutions in such important fields as ambulance 

service, autonomous public transportation, and e-charging service. 

These services are an integral part of a person's daily life and 

already beginning to undergo some improvements regarding 

automation implementation, which over time will acquire more and 

more significant forms. However, these relevant issues still have 

gaps for new research. The aim of my research is to propose novel 

solutions making peoples' life safer, easier, and more comfortable 

with regards to their experience related to interaction with the 

above-mentioned services. The studies in this dissertation suppose 

full automation of the transport system and must be considered 

from the future perspective point of view. Figure 1.1 represents the 

general structure of the dissertation. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1 Dissertation structure (source: own work) 
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2. Hypotheses 

 

1. By conducting a questionnaire survey on users' perception 

of an autonomous ambulance and key respondent 

interviews, the obtained results could help to identify the 

next steps towards preparing potential patients for AV 

technology. For instance, the development of preparatory 

training materials, trial transportation of patients with mild 

diseases, etc. 

 

2. By applying Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), Vehicle-to-

Vehicle (V2V) communications and human pose 

estimation function the solidity of the rescue process could 

be enhanced due to the elimination of the socio-

psychological parameter and the human factor. The 

soundness of managed information in the novel rescue 

method could be enhanced due to AVs that are able to 

check each other's data. By eliminating such steps as 

decision making and using a cellular phone manually, the 

rescue process could be accelerated. 

 

3. By the introduction of Decision Making Server (DMS), 

mobile application and special Ticket Vending Devices 

(TVD) into public transportation services could lead to 

new well-organized and controlled service based on 

autonomous minibuses and decrease passenger idle time, 

so the comfort (perceived quality) is also enhanced. 

 

4. By using a vehicle's kinetic energy and water-contained 

energy the clean electricity could be generated and can be 

effectively used in the ‘smart city’ for powering street 

lights, traffic lights or serve as a complementary source of 

energy for electro mobiles charging points. 

 

5. By using CoreLocation framework or Google’s Location 

APIs, MapKit or Google Maps API, telecommunications 

providers' services, communication protocol, hardware, 

software, and wireless communication devices, the service 
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eliminating EVs' downtime at charging stations could be 

developed. 

 

3. Research Methodology 

 

1. The Autonomous Ambulance Acceptance Questionnaire 

(AAAQ) has been designed and applied for data collection 

related to passengers' readiness to ride on a driverless 

ambulance and ‘affect’ measures to figure out existence of 

its mediation role between the ambulance mode and 

readiness to ride as well as the existence of emotions 

behind the decision making. IBM SPSS Statistics software 

was used for conducting ‘t-Test’, ‘ANOVA’, and 

Mediation analysis of data gathered with AAAQ. The key 

respondent interviews were conducted to evaluate the 

results. 

 

2. Human pose estimation technologies, as well as existing 

methods of rescue, were investigated to elaborate a new 

concept of rescue method justified with experimental 

approach and calculation of the comparative rate of victim 

identification time between conventional and proposed 

methods. 

 

3. Advantages and disadvantages of existing approaches for 

designation of stops and routes related to autonomous bus 

transportation were investigated to elaborate the new 

Automated Random Transportation Service (ARTS) of 

pick up passengers at predefined locations according to a 

vehicle-capacity in order to decrease passenger idle time. 

 

4. By investigating adjacent methods and existing inventions, 

combining principles of work of these inventions and 

using electrotechnical calculations, the system for 

producing electricity without destroying nature has been 

designed. 

 

5. By investigating existing research proposals aimed to 

decrease the waiting time during EV charging, the new 
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concept of reservation service for electric vehicles 

charging using the automatic notification has been 

developed described by an operational model of service. 

General transportation and information system planning 

and development principals have been used. 

 

4. New Scientific Results 

 

1. I have revealed and confirmed that the reason for 

people unwilling to accept autonomous ambulance is 

not behind the emotional component because none of 

the six universal emotions were found as a mediator.  

 

There is an implication that both Hungarian and Kazakhstani 

respondents expressed unwillingness to use automated ambulance 

due to mistrust towards the new technology. One of the 

recommended measures to overcome mistrust of AV technology 

besides a comprehensive explanation of the essence and advantages 

of this technology is the introduction of trial transportation of 

patients with non-critical injuries and providing better knowledge of 

AVs in general. Also, the development of educational guides 

containing proofs of successful testing of autonomous shuttles 

around the world may increase their trustiness in this technology. 
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Figure 4.1 The data of the mean values for groups in Hungary 

and Kazakhstan (source: own work) 

 

Results of the mediation analyses for both countries Hungary and 

Kazakhstan did not confirm the intermediary role of ‘affect’ 

between ‘ambulance mode’ and ‘readiness to ride’. The ‘Indirect 

effect’ was not found to be statistically substantial (Hungary: beta B 

= −0.07; confidence interval CI = −0.22 to 0.04; Kazakhstan: beta B 

= −0.14; confidence interval CI = −0.38 to 0.09). Thus, the findings 

suggest that consumers’ emotions did not play a decisive role in 

their answers about their readiness to ride. To prove it, mediation 

analysis for each facial expression for both males and females was 

performed. Despite the fact that ‘fear’ and ‘surprise’ were expressed 

at a significant level for both males and females towards the 

autopilot condition, none of the six universal emotions were found 

as a mediator during the mediation analysis neither for males nor 

females. The indirect effect after all 12 mediation analyses showed 

statistically insignificant values, and a confidence interval ranging 

from negative to positive values which included 0. 

 

Related publications to this Thesis: [12], [13]. 

 

2. I have developed a new information system concept 

and method of saving human life via faster 

communication with ambulance service than the 

regular method using a cellular phone. 

 

According to the calculation of the comparative rate of victim 

identification time between conventional and proposed method 

using the data of real-life experiment described in details in 

Chapter 3 it was found that Cr  733 %. Thus, considering the 

experiment in Belarus, for victim identification using the novel 

method, it may take approximately 4.4 minutes less time than 

using the conventional method. It may essentially decrease the 

time of the ambulance service call which in turn leads to an 

increase in chances to save a human life. 
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Figure 4.2 The concept of the proposed method (source: own 

work) 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3 SOS Information Packet Format example (source: 

own work) 
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Related publications to this Thesis: [14]. 

 

3. I have developed the concept of Automated Random 

Transportation Service that decreases passenger idle 

time and makes passenger transportation faster. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 The structural and operational model of ARTS 

service (source: own work) 

 

Using ARTS service, the whole number of passengers are probably 

will be collected faster than using ADRTS, which may decrease 

passenger idle time waiting for their trip. Moreover, due to avoiding 

'unnecessary' stops travel time is reduced, which in turn may lead to 

passengers getting to their destination faster. 

 

Related publications to this Thesis: [15]. 

 

4. I have developed the concept of the novel renewable 

energy source entitled 'Hydroelectric road ramp' that 
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primarily serves traffic calming purposes and 

additionally converts vehicles' kinetic energy into 

electric energy. 

   

 
 

Figure 4.5 Energy ramp structure (source: own work) 

 

The calculation result based on the supposition that 200 vehicles per 

hour pass over ramp showed that the power generated by the system 

equals 405.34 W. Given the fact that cars move around the clock, 
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the received energy can be accumulated as long as it necessary. For 

example, taking into account that it is necessary an average of 25 

kW to fully charge one EV, then approximately 12 EVs per month 

could be charged using the proposed renewable source of energy. 

Thus, there is an opportunity to accumulate this energy for use as an 

additional energy supplier for EVs' charging stations or for any 

other purposes. Even considering the fact that road capacity is 

different hour by hour, there is an opportunity to generate enough 

electricity for its conservation and further usage. 

 

Related publications to this Thesis: [16]. 

 

5. I have developed the novel concept for reservation of 

EVs charging service initiating directly by the charging 

piles themselves. Vehicle's downtime in a queue can be 

decreased in this way. 
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Figure 4.6 Overview of the proposed service (source: own 

work) 

 

 
 

Figure 4.7 Operational model of reservation service (source: 

own work) 

 

Since EVs' drivers receive charging offers automatically, 

sometimes without even awareness about near charging 

stations, in the future it may increase chances to attract these 

drivers to use exactly charging piles sending these offers. An 

analogy can be drawn with product promotion on the market: 

'the more advertisement will see the customer the more chances 

they will purchase exactly your product'. Thus, the potential 

number of EVs which could be served by these charging piles 

may increase comparing to the situation when drivers try to 
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find and reserved their charging service by themselves. In other 

words, due to this novel service concept, capacity utilization 

can be increased. The results may have high relevance for 

innovation and development. 

 

Related publications to this Thesis: [17]. 

 

5. Theoretical and practical applicability 

 

1. Revealing that the reason for people unwilling to accept 

autonomous ambulance is not behind the emotional 

component led to the hypothesis that this reason may be 

hidden behind the simple mistrust to the new technology as 

it was in case of the industrial revolution which in turn 

significantly increased the human productivity and led to 

incredible results. Obtained results may be used as a 

starting point for testing following scientific hypotheses:  

 

 Trial transportation of patients with noncritical 

injuries may enhance users’ trust and lead to the 

spread of this technology. 

  

 Developing educational initiatives and guides to 

prepare potential patients for AV technology will 

increase their trustiness in this technology. 

 

2. By eliminating the socio-psychological parameter and the 

human factor the process of 'saving human or animals life' 

via potentially faster communication with ambulance 

service than the regular method using a cellular phone may 

significantly increase patients' survival chance or provide 

them with faster treatment. The novel method using 

Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) 

communications and human pose estimation function may 

be applied in the medicine of the future as an integral part 

of 'smart cities'. 

 

3. The decreasing passengers idle time and as a result, 

accelerating passenger transportation is possible due to 
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applying ARTS service where filling the minibus with 

passengers will happen faster than in the case of ADRTS 

service because from several different stops less time to 

collect information about X passengers' readiness to trip is 

needed. The ARTS also assumes faster passenger 

transportation due to avoiding unnecessary intermediate 

stops with unregistered travelers. The new concept may be 

applied during the implementation of the 'smart public 

transportation' service in the future when AV technology 

will fully be integrated into daily human life. 

 

4. From one side ‘hydroelectric road ramp’ is the system of 

generating electricity, from the other side it is a speed 

breaker that may improve safety conditions on the road. 

The electricity getting from the new RES can be used in 

the 'smart cities' for example to powering street lights, 

traffic lights or serve as a complementary source of energy 

for electric vehicles charging piles. 

 

5. Reservation service for electric vehicles charging using 

the automatic notification may lead to elimination 

vehicles' idle time in a queue for charging and increasing 

capacity utilization of charging facilities. The application 

of this service in ‘smart cities’ is an improvement in 

charging conditions for EVs' supporters and could be one 

of the factors that attracts new consumers of electric cars 

and help popularize electric mobility technology. 

 

6. Scope for the Future Study  

 

1. The scope for future research, regarding Thesis 1 is as 

follow: 

 

 Extend and replicate the study involving 

participants with different ages and occupations 

to reveal whether results are the same or what the 

differences are.  
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 Study the Emergency Medical Service (EMS) 

providers regarding their readiness to work in 

autonomous ambulance. 

 

 Proceed with the research by elaboration and 

investigation of more complex scenarios. 

 

2. The scope for future research, regarding Thesis 2 is as 

follow: 

 

 Elaborate a method for dispatching ambulance 

vehicles to the incident location considering 

several relevant data (e.g. real-time traffic 

information). 

 

 Investigate the economic consequences of the 

proposed method (e.g. cost of equipment 

installation, benefits, etc.). 

 

 Continue the investigation into this new area of 

inquiry by detailed study of each of the novel 

method stages. 

 

3. The scope for future research, regarding Thesis 3 is as 

follow: 

 

 Model the entire autonomous transportation 

system (passenger and freight too), with special 

regards to urban context.  

 

 Elaborate a method for coordination of freight 

transport tasks and capacities; assess 

socioeconomic benefits (e.g. reduction in delivery 

prices). 

 

4. The scope for future research, regarding Thesis 4 is as 

follow: 
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 Replacement of hydroelectric mechanism by 

solenoid engine and performing a calculation. 

 

 Analyze the hardware and software model.  

 

 Assess socio-economic benefits (e.g. electricity 

cost reduction). 

 

5. The scope for future research, regarding Thesis 5 is as 

follow:  

 

 Investigate the problem such as how to navigate 

EVs for minimal travel time. 

 

 Investigate the problem such as how to allocate 

charging points to create an optimal service for 

the potentially huge amount of EVs. 
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